
 

 

 

Diploma in Hair Stylist 

In this digital era, everyone loves to click flawless pictures and that requires perfect 
makeup and a graceful hairstyle. Unlike old times, clients pay attention to every small 
detail. Hair is undoubtedly the most striking detail that transforms you and ma
stand out if it compliments with your makeup.

Does that ring a bell now about how important it is to do a
about the growing significance of

COURSE DETAILS 

In the hairdressing certificate
ensure clarity of all the basic concepts of hair care and styling. In the
classes, knowledge of minute detailing is being imparted. At the end of the 
course, a certificate is being given.

 

THE COURSE EXTENSIVELY COVERS THE FOLLOW

 Knowledge of Hair 
 Machine Knowledge (Crimping, Iron
 Thermal Work (Velcro Setting, Curling Styles, Ironing Techniques)
 Deep Conditioning Treatment
 Heena Application 
 Hair Spa Treatment 
 Shampoo Technique 
 Kera Treatment for Hair Fall
 Hair Treatments Home Remedies for Hair fall, Dandruff, Silky Sm

Dehydrated Hair 
 Grey Coverage 
 Hair cutting (5-6 Techniques)

In this digital era, everyone loves to click flawless pictures and that requires perfect 
makeup and a graceful hairstyle. Unlike old times, clients pay attention to every small 
detail. Hair is undoubtedly the most striking detail that transforms you and ma
stand out if it compliments with your makeup. 

Does that ring a bell now about how important it is to do a hair stylist course
about the growing significance of bridal hair courses? 

hairdressing certificate course, training and practical sessions are given to 
ensure clarity of all the basic concepts of hair care and styling. In the

knowledge of minute detailing is being imparted. At the end of the 
course, a certificate is being given. 

LY COVERS THE FOLLOWING: 

Machine Knowledge (Crimping, Ironing, Blow Dry) 
Thermal Work (Velcro Setting, Curling Styles, Ironing Techniques)
Deep Conditioning Treatment 

 
Kera Treatment for Hair Fall 
Hair Treatments Home Remedies for Hair fall, Dandruff, Silky Sm

6 Techniques) 

 

In this digital era, everyone loves to click flawless pictures and that requires perfect 
makeup and a graceful hairstyle. Unlike old times, clients pay attention to every small 
detail. Hair is undoubtedly the most striking detail that transforms you and makes you 
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course, training and practical sessions are given to 
ensure clarity of all the basic concepts of hair care and styling. In the hair styling 

knowledge of minute detailing is being imparted. At the end of the 

Thermal Work (Velcro Setting, Curling Styles, Ironing Techniques) 

Hair Treatments Home Remedies for Hair fall, Dandruff, Silky Smooth Hair, 



 

 

 

 

 


